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Jane Mikuljak is From Queen, New Cub & Key Men Tapped

Paris might well have been at the number of
capering couples that strolled through Arc de Triomphe
and hobnobbed (1) at her quaint cafes, for on
Friday evening the audience at the Maitin Hall was singing
Jane Mikuljak, A.1. of the Queen of the Junior Prom by the
Man of the Hour, 350-hol'sepower

JAYNE MANSELLS...

Pottstonian counterpart. The Al
evening they saw the

The class of 83rd, consisting of Bob Oadie's engineering

Six junior class men were admitted into the Cub and Key Society during the Junior Prom. The admission of new members is always a source of pride to the campus.
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What’s Wrong?

What’s wrong with the men of Ursinus? On the other hand, what’s wrong with the women of Ursinus? Or, better yet, what’s wrong with the students of Ursinus?

It seems that we are all too preoccupied with some special talent or talents. Some make use of these or these talents. However, many others do not.

We all wonder how a group of young men and women can burn up so much energy completing their work. Now, I mean that you put your talent to use, rather than mope around in your dorms and “wander up and down the halls with your guitar.” And maybe that’s the trouble.

Everybody knows there are athletes, for instance, on campus who refuse to go out for their sport. Likewise, there are students who neglect their homework and simply sit on the couch and watch TV. And maybe that’s the trouble.

The stock phrase usually offered for such inactivity is “Oh, I don’t have the time.” It is beyond us how anyone can sit around on campus for two weeks to his or her leisure activity, if only for the sake of being able to get out of that dorm for awhile. Naturally it’s easier to sit around and complain. And maybe that’s the trouble.

Two Kinds of People

Sometime last year a friend told us that there were two kinds of people on this campus. Living in the Victorian state of naivete that we do, and being opposed to all such generalizations, we asked him to explain what he meant.

There are two kinds of people on this campus, he repeated. “You and ‘non-you.”

Having recently at that time, assumed some intimate connection with the YMCA, we were rather than interested. And suspecting that his generalizations rested upon something more concrete, we probed deeper.

In the course of an enlightening conversation, we got him to admit that there were a few exceptions to the rule. It seems to us that he was missing one entire phase of campus life. It doesn’t seem possible that a Y Retreat for instance, could go unnoticed. He might be surprised at the amount of fun he could have at a Retreat.

Maybe you can do without the tilted, lighted and ventilated camping tent that you have on campus. Or, maybe you are only interested in talking about the student across the hall (behind his back), in advancing yourself in the social world, or having a few beers. Well, then you might consider yourself luckier than the rest, as our way of life is somewhat more sophisticated.

We all have a hard time enjoying yourself with a group of young men and women can burn up so much energy completing their work. Now, I mean that you put your talent to use, rather than mope around in your dorms and “wander up and down the halls with your guitar.” And maybe that’s the trouble.

The stock phrase usually offered for such inactivity is “Oh, I don’t have the time.” It is beyond us how anyone can sit around on campus for two weeks to his or her leisure activity, if only for the sake of being able to get out of that dorm for awhile. Naturally it’s easier to sit around and complain. And maybe that’s the trouble.

Chekhov’s Bear is Ambitious Calling

by Woody Pollrich

Last Thursday the Club presented the musical “The Bear.” Yet so far only the bear contented a woman-a woman named Miss Higley who attempted to claim her inheritance and then the cartless bear to finish her meal peacefully.

Wise, perhaps, the Philadelphia Bulletin recommended the PDi group setting Fashion Mam, as a solo male following Mrs. Higley’s interest. Following Mrs. Higley’s interest. Following Mrs. Higley’s interest. Following Mrs. Higley’s interest. Following Mrs. Higley’s interest.

The Bulletin pointed the way. Miss Higley was a realist who wanted nothing to do with a theater what her personal maid, loved her music. But this reviewer felt that Miss Higley was more than just a pretty face. She wanted to know the meaning of life. And, sure enough, Miss Higley was a woman.

This reviewer must shout out that the play is perhaps not different. It was quite funny, and credit is due to the director who has handled the cast for this ends. But this reviewer felt that Chekhov did not intend to play the part of a woman. And, sure enough, Miss Higley was more than just a pretty face. She wanted to know the meaning of life. And, sure enough, Miss Higley was a woman.

This reviewer must shout out that the play is perhaps not different. It was quite funny, and credit is due to the director who has handled the cast for this ends. But this reviewer felt that Chekhov did not intend to play the part of a woman. And, sure enough, Miss Higley was a woman.
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Tied for second place of Brodbeck pinned Bob with 85 conversions. Despite Ions’ squad of Leister, Denny Leber-South entry, but four individuals WOU’s shots for fourth place. The Bearwolve produced three free throws. Freeland the earlycroft-Bock followed in that order. The Day Students’ b ppoints. The Day Students, the mat c h with only Tourney. Larry

On Campus
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